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That command will be temporary,
however", as orders issued' last month
provide for .his sailing from San Francisco about: March 5, foT Honolulu to
take command of the Hawai'an department, lulievlng Brigad'er General
Frederick Timston, Major General J.
Franklin Bell, now commanding the
Philippine department, will leave the
islands about, April 35 to take
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Washington, Jan. 19. Major General William II. Carter commanding the
Second army division at Texas Cly,
Texas, was today ordered to return to
to resume command ol
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the Central, department on February
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joined in expressions of good will toward the American soldiers and of
gratitude for being brought safely out
of the Rio Grande valley.
The hungry and ragged, soldiers of
the Huerta army, who had been without generous food supplies for many
weeks, looked with wistful and longing faces toward the camp of the
American soldiers at Marfa, The
steam from the army kitchens and
the wholesome smell of bakHig bread
from the ovens especially appealed to
them.
As they were not to be entrained
until after dark,, the refugees were
corraled in a space set apart near
the camp. Many of the soldiers rolled over on the ground from Bheer exhaustion. The women, who had endured the hiking better than the men,
prepared camp fires to cook the rations provided by the United Stales
government, and soon the little camp
presented a scene of an army bivouacked on the desert.
General Mercado, General Castro
and the other Mexican commanders
were received at the quarters of the
American officers. General Mercado,
who ordered the evacuation of Ojina-ga- ,
under the rebel fire.although" outspoken in his humiliation at being
forced to seek asylura on foreign soil,
appeared more cheerful at the improved condition of his soldier.
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In that sense, the word "accommodation" is used, meaning accommodatGO ing the processes to the Interests of
business though not abating the law.
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Cotton Cluny, a large variety of
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14, Raton and East Las Vegas eight
he gave his occupation "private citieach, lias Cruces seven, Portales six,
zen." He testified he did not know
and
Socorro,
Santa
Rita,
Lordsburg,
name appeared as one of the dihis
Alafive each, Clovis four, Las Vegas,
Pecos valley, testified the land lay m most important matter to come before sion for the railroads to raise freight
of the American Sugar and Rerectors
and
Fierro
mogordo. Hurley, Gallup,
such manner as to makg the litiga- the convention is the framing of the rates. The returns thus far show 90
the MounDay BUgar
Aztec three each, Carlsbad, Artesia, fining company,
tion scheme an impossibility and the new wage scale to replace the present per cent of the business men in favor
cinvtnn. Fort Bavard. Hachita, Tu- company, until after MounDays ar plan to cross the valley with a rail contract with the operators, which of granting the railroads the right to
rest. He said he was not connected
cumcari, Magdalena, and Melrose, two
road a dream. He said his company will expire on April 1. The miners increase their rates five per cent.
with the project of selling the land.
each. ' However, Zunl and Lagnua are
had no record of a "proposed branch will consider and decide upon the deJudge A. W. Dana, J B. Larimer,
Colds to be Taken Seriously
represented In this list, as well as John R.
railroad," which, it is alleged, the mands which they will present at the
Mulvane, F. M. Bonebrake
Intelligent people realize that com
referred to as soon to be joint conference to be held with the
TJawson,
Mora, Datll, Cimarron, TyMounDays
mon colds should be treated promptly.
- and P. I. Bonebrake and a number of
built across the valley.
rone, Solano, Animas, Tohatchle, Meoperators next month.
If there is sneezing and chlllinesu
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be
would
Bernalillo,
Park.
San Antonio,
"The railroad
impossible,
silla
with hoarseness, tickling throat and
the letters they had given Mrs. Moun
Crown Point, Nolan, Dexter, Taos,
he said. "It would lead nowhere and
SHE IS A WISE WOMAN
coughing, begin promptly the use of
were purely personal recommen
tell-talno chance to make money. It
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
have
Santa Rosa, Mesllla, Carrizozo, Nara-vis- Day
in
Who
the
recognizes
dations and were not given to be used
to take, checks
would require one tunnel a mile long symptoms such as backache, head- is effective, pleasant
Estancla, Elida, Hagerman Lin- in
a cold, and stops the cough which
connection with the advertising of
I
t
coln, Hlllsboro, White Oaks, Dexter, land for sale, but declared they had and) a bridge over an
aches, dragging sensations, nervous- causes loss of sleep and lowers the
Columbus,
O.
G.
Schaefer and
ness and irritability the true cause and vital resistance.
Ribera, Hayden, Oeate,
nothing U withdraw from their testiSanta Antonio and Lake Arthur.
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MacLennan was
monials.
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Frank
There are about 2,000 cars in New called to the stand to
table Compound to restore her to &
prove that the
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Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 19. Thirty
per cent of all the automobiles in New
Mexico are Fords, according to a, com
pilation made tniB morning in the of
o
fice of Secretary of State Antonio
that
of the first 250 automobiles
registered this year.
Of these 250 automohilea 75 are
Fords, 3C are Buieks, 17 Overland,
Studebaker, 12, Cadillac, 10, Reo, seven, Hupmohile seven, Metz six, Velle
and Haynes four each,
Ohio, Franklin, Chalmers, Apperson,
Gartercar, Ohio, Sears and Franklin
three each, J. D. Case, Flanders,
Paige', Brush, Interstate, Pathfinder,
and Mitchell two each, while the CutGlide, Premier,
ting, pierce-ArroThomas, Stanley Steamer, R. C. H.,
Stutz, Hupp, Lambert, Chase, Taxicab,
Somers, Mitchell, Lozler, Baker, Autocar, Abbott, Kissel car,
Cole, Madison, Briggs, "White, Brush,
International, Moline, Hudson and
Pratt are also represented in that first

.
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about four weeks after that drive to
Wharton and back he called at the
house of his pastor and Bald:
'Pastor, I know a widder woman
In this town."
,
'Yes?" was replied.
'She's a church, member,"

A BAD MATCH

'Yesr

By DON LA GRANGE.

One day the good Deacon Penny-bone- ,
of the village of Delhi, found
It necessary to drive over to the Tillage of Wharton, six miles away. He
was hitching up his horse and buggy
when Mrs. Hannah Savage came to

the house to say: '
"Deacon, they say you are going to
drive over to Wharton today V
"Yes, I am," was the reply,
"Got a load?"
,
"Only a Jug to be filled with lie."
"You know my sister Sarah lives
Wver there?"
"Yes, guess she do, though I hain't
much of a hand to keep track of
folks' sisters."
"Well, Sarah's got a baby a year
wld, and she writes me that it can't
walk yet Something seems to be the
bmatter with his knees or back."
"It sure orter be walkin' at a year
old. They say I wasn't quite ten
months old when I could trot right
iout doors. Do you want to send any
word to Sarah T
"I want to drive over and back with
you."
"All right You be ready in fifteen
'minutes. Guess the old mare can take
s both and not git tuckered out"
Deacon Fennybone was a widower,
Hannah Savage was a widow.
They had both lived in Delhi for
years, and both belonged to the same
church, but gossip had never even
Sainted a marriage between them. It
had never hinted that either one of
.them would marry again.
The drive to Wharton was made.
The deacon went to get his Jug filled
with oil, and the widow to see her
ister and the baby. The baby was
walking all right The next day after
its mother had written about its walk-les- s
condition It had got choked on
4t spool of thread and been shook and
dangled head downwards with vigorous hand! Ten minutes later it was
taking Its first steps.
The drive out and back was pleasant The widower and widow talked
about the new spire for the meeting
bouse that was going to be erected
the death of Silas White's cow the
the success
plentitude of potato-bug- s
of the late Sunday school picnic and
even the best way of killing oft burdocks so they would stay killed, but
not a word nor a hint of anything
closer. They were Just neighbors. If
the subject of the heathen of Africa
had been brought up they might have
discussed it for miles to the exclusion of all else.
The deacon's sister was his houseold
keeper. She was a
maid with a Bharp tongue, and when
her brother got back home sbe felt It
her duty to say something. She there-torremarked:
" "I
suppose the match waa at least
today?"
"What match?" asked the deacon.
"She's been trying to catch a man
tor the last five years."
"Ruth, who you lalkin' about?"
"Why, the widow Savage."'
"What's wrong with her?"
"She'd like to change her name to
Pennybone!"
"Say, now," replied the deacon as
lie fired up, "you quit talkln' that way!
She hain't the slightest Idea of it If
.she has I hain't"
"All widders want to marry again,"
said the sister.
"Then let 'em marry, but none of
em will marry me!
When the widow Savage got home
Mrs. Goodhue, a neighbor, dropped in
to ask about the baby over at Whar
ton that couldn't walk. She was given.
full information, and then she re
marked:
"Lots of folks thought it funny."
"'What was?"
"Your riding over there with Dea
con Pennybone."
"But I don't see anything funny
about that"
"Well, you hadn't been gone half an
lour when the story was around that
you and the deacon had gone away
to get married."
"IJpon my soul! The deacon and
me get married! Why, he don't want
me, and I don't want him. If the
r
would come along he'd find
plenty to do in this town!"
"Then then "
. "Then nothing!"
What a curious thing is human na
Here were two people who
ture!
were neighbors and friends nothing
more. They hadn't thought of ,each
other once a week, unless happening
to meet But now, because a sour- tempered old maid and a gossipy
neighbor made a few remarks they be
gan thinking of each other.
"By gosh!" said the deacon to him
self as he sat down to milk the cow
that evening, "the widder Savage
wouldn't be such a bad match if a
feller wanted to marry agin. She's
purty good lookln' when Bhe's got her
Sunday duds on, and she can talk
like a streak and talk sense too. I've
heard she was a savin' woman, and
had money in the bank."
And as the widow Savage cleared
away her supper dishes she smiled
and mused:
"So they thought the deacon anil
me were going to elope and get married! Urn! Guess he'd be the last
man I'd think of, though I will say
for him that he's
and
upright. He pays his debts and never
If
says anything mean of anybody.
I wanted to get married again, which
I don't and the deacon wanted to get
married again, which he don t why
i
j
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a darned nice woman!"

"Yes?"

III. And roll the cigarette on the
lower fingers, so that the index
fingers move up and the thumbs
move down. With the thumbs,
gently but firmly force the edge
of the paper over the tobacco, and

A

j

IV. Shape the cigarette by rolling it with the thumbs, as you

draw them apart.

II
v

right hand, and

VI. Moisten

of the paper.
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V. Hold the cigarette in your

the projecting edge

Does the human hand have a too
prominent part in the making of
Even if it
bread?
your home-mad- e
Is your own hand, it had better not
be used unnecessarily in the preparation of food. From both tbe standpoint of health- and that of economy,
the use of the human hanu when it
is possible not to use it ought to be
.avoided.
Make this the watchword of your
kitchen, and so help advance a
n-wide
effort for better food and
better economy in its making.
natio-

The Wit
The Wit "Lo, Bill! Whateha doing,
since you left college?
"Working in a coffee factory."
"I gotcha. Starting from the ground
dp "Columbia Jester.
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free offer is to induce more smokers to roll their own cigarettes from ripe, mellow
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VII. With fingers close ends of

cigarette by twisting the paper,
and you have a cigarette properly made, properly shaped and
ready to smoke.
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(Enough for 40 hand made cigarettes in each Sc sack)
Enough "BULL" DURHAM is sold in a year to make approximately
e
ciga12 BILLION cigarettes as many as all brands of
rettes in this country combined and the sales are still growing. This
the cigarettes they roll for
prpves that the majority of smokers prefer
"
BULL" DURHAM. Tobacco,
thepiselves, to their own liking, from

VII. This is NOT the way to make
a cigarette. The thumbs not
the index fingers should be vsto.d.
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cigarette they can buy.

to any ready-mad- e
The rich,

fresh fragrance and smooth, mellow, satisfying flavor of "BULL"
e
DURHAM
cigarettes are a revelation. Take advantage of this free
offer learn to roll your own, and enjoy the most satisfying luxury in the world.
hand-mad-
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Look for free offer sign on a dealer's win
dow today and avoid disappointment, as
dealers have only a limited supply of free
books of LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW

obtain more. Get a 5c
dealer for the free book
papers.

naners and cannot
sack of " CULL" DURHAM and ask the
of LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW cigarette
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO
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They are made in France, used in every corner of the globe and sold in 5c
"BULL" DURHAM Tobacco rolled in LA CROIX
books everywhere.
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World Will Improve When Machinery
Takes its riace aa tne mouvs
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rendn vigaretce- rap ers
Sack of "Bull" Durham Tobacco
of

News-pape-

The elimination of the human hand
Is the watchword or battle cry of
many of the workers for pure-foolaws and regulations. And It Is the
aim of many of the big producers of
foods, too. the state of New Hampshire not long ago rendered a deci
sion forcing bread to be wrapped
when it was sold. And some of the
big factories where crackers and bls
cults are made, for instance, have so
far eliminated the human hand that
you see human hands only manipulating the big steel machine hands
that touch the food.
So much for the efforts of state
and factory. How about your own
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of"

To Every Purchaser a 5c
' LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW are the finest cigarette

Look out,

Power.
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garden any?"
"Not a spec."
And then, as the deacon was about
to say that he guessed the frost had
for good and
killed oft the horse-flie- s
all, there came warning shouts of:

HAND
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"Hope I see you well, widder."
"And the same to you."
"Did the frost last night nip your

ELIMINATE

.;

WHEAT. STRAW papers makes fresh, fragrant, hand made cigarettes that
afford lasting enjoyment to millions of experienced smokers. The object of this
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riage."
"I guess that cuts me out, parson.
I hain't got no more romance about
me than a bump on a dead log."
And it is highly probable that the
widow Savage did some more thinking, for within a week she followed
the deacon's trail to the parsonage
and said to the pastor:
"I am terribly embarrassed, but I
want your advice,"
"What is the trouble, sister Say- age?" was asked.
"If a man if a good man if a wid
ower asked me. to mary him, and I
did not exactly love him, would I be
doing right to mary him?"
"Not according to my lights, slBter.
You must learn to love him first"
"But if I don't have the chance to
learn?"
"I sometimes think that Providence
has a hand in those things," replied
the good man, though there was a bit
of doubt in his tones.
It was two weeks later and the
widow was returning from the
where she bad been to order
some boards to repair her
She met Deacon Pennybone face to
face. He was bound for the mill to
order some shingles for the roof of
his kitchen.
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While the Supply Lasts
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word."
"Then, as I gather from your words.
if you marry this widow It is a selfish
sort of marriage on your part"
Why, I'd et a good woman and
her property, and she'd get a good
man and be cared for."
"Such matches are made every day,"
said the parson, "and I regard each and
every one as an evil. Every marriage
should be based upon love. If you
should find yourself loving this woman then it would be right and proper
to offer marriage. Unless this Is the
case I shall hope there will be no mar
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II. Then place your two thumbs
next to each other in the middle
of the paper in this position.

"Not a darned court!"
"Deacon, must I caution you again
about your profanity!
Have you
spoken to her about marriage?"
'Not a darned I mean not

Mad dog!

', s-

I

quantity of "Bull" Durham out
of muslin sack wl'di right hand,
strewing tobacco evenly in paper.

'She's purty well off, and I'm purty
well oft, and and "
"And whatr
"Why, I've come to ask you what
you think about it"
"Do you love her?" "asked the pas
tor after a silence.
"Can't say that thinking about her
has kept me awake nights."
Have you courted her?"

"Mad dog!

.'J

I. In fingers of left hand, hold
cigarette paper curved, so as to
receive the tobacco. Pour right

'I'm kinder thinkln' that as I am
widower and she a widder we might
make a match."

deacon!"
He turned to see a mastiff that was
surely suffering with the rabies com
ing down the street full at them. He
didn't lose a second. He picked the
widow up and threw her over a picket
fence, and then sprang after her. The
mad animal came racing up and would
have made the Jump had not a big
club knocked him down and after
wards battered the life out of him.
After the marriage, which took
place a month later, the deacon
1
asked:
"Hanner, dear, when did you first
feel that you loved me with all your
heart?"
"Why, it was when you chucked me
over the fence!" she replied as she
gave him a kiss that lifted him oft
his heels.
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Way to Roll

'Be careful, deacon!"
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THIS IS A SPECIAL OFFER AND WE WANT EVERY DEALER IN LAS VEGAS TO BE SUPPLIED WITH
WHO HAVE NOT YET SETHESE LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW CIGARETTE PAPERS ALL DEALERS
CURED A SUPPLY CAN DO SO BY APPLYING TO A. A. BATTMER AT "BULL" DURHAM HEADQUARTER3
AT CASTANEDA

vided Into two well defined and sir
most equally Influential camps and
as
interest is running higher than Jn any
used
name
is
anor Wilson's
being
a leading argument in t,he fight here political contest since the days of
for the tango, the onestep, the hesi- carpet bagging.
tation waltz and other modern
"
dances. Headed by the local W. C. Proper Extension of Appreciation
A compliment should be as quickly
T. U. many prominent citizens are
urging the city council to pass an given for good goods and good service
as a kick for defective goods and poor
ordinance prohibiting the
dances. The council, although service. Most people realize this.
thought to favor such an ordinance, That is why so many have writtea
is delaying action In order to ascer- to the manufacturers of Chamber
tain public opinion. Students of the lain's Cough Remedy telling of reState Agricultural and Mechanical markable curns of coughs and colds
College and many of the leading It has effected, and expressing their
young women of the place are oppos- appreciation of the good qualities of
ing the proposed ordinance. Several this well known remedy. For sale
of the Starkville society set attended by all dealers. AdY.
the ball of the Twelfth Night Revel
STOCKMEN MEET IN DENVER
lers in New Orleans two weeks ago,
when the tango and similar dances
Denver, Jan, 19. Leaders in the
were freely indulged m. They re- live stock industry In the United
turned with word that Miss Wilson States, who are organized for purhad tangoed and "hesitated" with as poses of mutual benefit under the
much graes and liveliness as anyone name of the American National Live
present and that what was good Stock association," are flocking to
enough for the daughter of the presi Denver for the association's sevendent was good enough for the youn; teenth annual convention. The conladles of Starkville. Advocates of the vention sessions will be held in tbe
dances are now conducting a very Broadway theater, beginning tomorractive campaign and the town, is di ow! mornlnSv and conjtinullng; lin$il
MISS WILSON AND THE TANGO
Starkvfllle, Miss., Jan. 19. Miss Ele-

-

"

HOTEL.

Thursday. President H. A. Jastro
will preside and many , persons af
prominence will he among the speakers. The effects of the new tariff
law on the live stock and packing industries will be exhaustively discussed. Other matters that will receive
the attention of the convention will
include commission charges, railway
service, meat inspection laws, the
oleomargerine tax, and the elimination of valuation clauses in live stock
contracts of railroads. In connection
with the convention the ninth annual
Western Stock Show opened at the
stockyards here today and will be
continued through the week.
When You Are Bilious
stomach
Food ferments in your
when you are bIllou3. Quit eating
and take a full dose of Chamberlain's
Tablets. They will clean out and
strengthen your stomach and tomorrow you will relish your t.od acraln.
The best ever for biliousness. For
Adv.
sale by all deak-rs- .

McDonald today for trial. Joseph H. out the south today. In eight slater
Arkansas, Florida, Virginia, Ala
Logue, the murder victim, was an aged jeweler and money lender doing bama. North Carolina, South Carolina.

business in a downtown office

build-

Georgia and Mississippi

the day

it

ing. In December, 1912, he was stab- a legal holiday and is marked by a!
bed, beaten, shot and burned to death partial cessation of business activit" s.

by acid. The murder occurred in his
office in the middle of the day. The
motive for the crime was never determined, nor was the slightest clue
to the murderers obtained for nearly
two years. ' Some months ago a tale
told by a woman led to the arrest of
Faith as one of the murderers. Faith
Is alleged to have made a partial
confession in which he Implicated
Harold Schneider. Schneider was recently tried and aicquitted on the
charge.

h:i

Commemoration exercises we'e
in all the public schoola and r.t me
ings of many patriotic and histoil..,
societies. In many cities these exer
cises were supplemented by civic t . I
military parades.

Do yon besrln to congnt at nlrt
Just when you hope to sleej.?
t
have a tickling throat that k
y
awake? Just take Foley's I'd;
t.
Tar Compound.
It will check t
cough and stop the ticM'rg Er
at once. Does not p'et ties'
Is best for children an4 frown r
sons. O. G. Si'hacr.T anl ' Ik"
A good remedy for a bad cougn is Drug Store. Adv.

BALLARD'S

HOREHOUND

SYRUP,

it heals the lungs and quiets irritation.
Price 5c, 60c and 1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co.

,

Adv.

IN MEMORY OF GENERAL LEE
Atlanta. Ga., Jan. 19. The one hun

dred and seventh anniversary of the
TRiFD FOR LOGUE MURDER
birth of General Robert E. Lee, the
Chicago, 111., Jan. 19. John Falih,
under Indictment in. the Logue mur- famous commander of the cocfed 'ider case, was arraigned before Judge rate armies, was celebrated througS-

Women and Wet
Cold and wet feet are

Fee--

a

da'

combination especially to wow
i;
congealed kidtivys oi'teu
an
ache, urinary
niatic fevers are not vmf-n- l
Foley Kidney Fi"s resi'.ir H,s
and normal action of V. Uhh
bhtddor and remove t''s
trouble. ('f:ii.i:u!i ri hiO-;i V:
drugs. O. O. S:M:U-lnis Store. Adv.
re-u-
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and t'lat the government might
as well have the larger sum aa the
smaller.
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The new militia bill, framed by Sec!
retary of War Garrisou, officers of the
regular army and adjutants general
of the various states, Is the strongest
f J, M. PADGETT. .
.Editor. and most important measure of its THIS CONTRIBUTED
TO EXTENT THEY WILL DECIDE ON RECOMs
kind that has been presented to
CF DAMAGE IN ALBUQUERMENDATION FOR WESTERN
with presidential sanction since
RESERVE
QUE FIRE
BANK
th.3 civil war, says the Kansas City
Journal. Its pufposo is lo correct the
Albuquerque, Jan. 19. Fire practicAlbuquerque, Jan. 19. Members of
most glaring deficiencies of our mili- ally destroyed the L. B. Putney ware- the executive committee of the New
Entered at the postofflce at East
and place at the disposal house, 211 East Central avenue, early Mexico Bankers' association, and repn tary system
Vegas, New Mexico, for
authorities a secondary yesterday afternoon. The loss, includ- resentatives from the Denver and
feedral
of
the
through the United fates
reserve
and
of a quarter of a ing damage to the stock and the bulld- - Kansas City Clearing House associa- army
testis as second class matter.
million efficient fightmg men fully ing, is estimated at more than $50,000. tions, arrived) in Albuquerque yester- The fire, which originated in the day and last night for a conference to
equipped, trained and ready for servTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ice anywhere they may be sent It is north end of the long low warehouse be held today on the relative merits
y
Daily, by Carrier
stated that this bill Is radical and re- in the rear of the
brick of- of Denver and Kansas City, bolh of
I .5 volutionary, and it Is. It reverses the fice building 'burned through the which cities are candidates for one
Copy
J5 whole policy of the old militia estab- stock for probably 30 minutes before of the regional reserve banks to be
One Week
.65
Ene Month
lishment in such a way as will make the smoke belching from the roof ap- established by the government '
7.50
Oat Year
C. tt. Blackwell, a prominent bank;
the volunteer army erfective and use- prised p&ssersby that the establish'
Daily, by Mall
ful as IS has never been in the past. ment was afire. The alarm was re- er of Raton, chairman of the execu
$6.00
One year (in advance)
If the acute Mexican situation has ceived at the Central station at 1:50 tive committee, arrived last night.
3,00
Eix Months (in advance)
Mr. Blackwell said that for northdone nothing more for 'The United o'clock. Both stations responded.
7.50
Due Year (In arrears)-- The water pressure was light. This eastern and central New Mexico the
States than make possible the passage
3.75
CSjc Months (in arrears)
of such a bill, as the veiled comment did not handicap the Central com- establishment of the reserve bank at
from Washington Indicates, then it has pany. The engine was connected to Denver would be more convenient,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
performed , service the full impor- a hydrant in front of the building at and that the hankers of this section
GROWER
tance of which can hardly be realized once and three leads attached to the probahly would be BOHdly in favor of
12.00
One Year
at this time.-;- Our, militia service has pump. The Highlands comany experi- that city as its location.
..11.1.1, 1.00 been in some respects a reproach and enced difficulty in fighting the ftre
It B. Jones of Tucumcarl, president
Rii Months
a good deal of a joke., although many writh only 60 pounds,, pressure until of the First National bank of that
able and competent meii'liave attempt- the pumps at the Water Supply com- city, said that eastern New Mexico
(Cash In Advance for Mall
ed to improve the militia, their at- pany's pumping station were started. and Pecos valley bankers favored
Subscriptions)
Eemlt by check, draft or money tempts have fallen short because of The pumps there had been shut off Kansas City, since most of . their
wder. If eent otherwise we will not the fundamental error of the system, at noon by W, V. Vaughn, engineer. business was done with the Kansas
banked which were advantageous'
.;
which will "hi ' corrected. . in this new He was ;on his. way home when the City
responsible for loss.
situated
. to
back
that section of the
(was
hurried
he
and
ly
given
Specimen copies free on application. bill should It become a law. The con- alarijf
state.
the
fires
to
stoked
ouse,.,
juj
iHimp,
ULi. stitutional limitation upon volunteer
C. A. Johnson of the Denver Chamand within a few minutes the firemen
.
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT troops which prevented their use In
ber
of Commerce, and J. O. Berger of
100
under
hose
the
felt
pounds
jump
service outside of the coutnry, and
EXPIRATION OF TIME
the
Hamilton National bank of Denpressure.
t
that stupid policy of refusing such
PAID FOR
Chief Jacob Klein directed the ver, will present the claims of that
Fire
troops decent pay, adequate equipment
the door on each side of city at today's meeting, while several
and facilities for proper training has breaking of
nearest the office and Kansas City financiers will be. here
the
Advertisers are guaranteed the made
warehouse
it difficult and In many instanchosemen- - In there with the first representing their city, among them
sent
f&rgest dally and weekly circulation es
Impossible to obtain recruits for lead.
1 any newspaper in northern New
They were stationed between is Henry C, Brent -- f
this branch of the service.
El Paso bankers are expected to
iSexIco.
the fire and the office and succeeded
The national guard is an institution
in heading off the flames, saving the send a representative, who will arthat has suffered much from the negTELEPHONES
office from actual fire loss, although rive this morning.
Main 2 lect of the authorities at Washington. smoke damaged stock on the second
business Office
In addition to Messrs. Blackwell
News Department
Main 9 Men in charge of brigades and regi floor of the building.
Another lead and Jones, other New Mexico bankers
ments of the guard have Sid a con
ran through the office into the ware- arriving last night Included Major R.
tinuous fight against the prejudice and
1914.
MONDAY, JANUARY 19,
house. The other streams were play- J. Palen, president of the First Naantagonism of army men and federal ed on the fire through the roof. Fin- - tional bank of Santa Fe, D. T. Hos- rfSTAL SAVINGS DEPOSITS war authorities. But these men have ailv when the boxes and bales near kins and John W. Harris of East Las
fought persistently and manfully for the office were watersoaked ail Vegas.
The executive committee of the
It. was Inevitable that a time should what they knew to be right and they streams were brought to bear on the
are now, it seems, to be rewarded by
i err . when thero would be a demand
center of the furnace in the middle New Mexico Bankers' association will
tor an increase in the maximum of such recognition of their loyalty and and north end of the warehouse and at today's session also elect a new
chairman and set the date for this
dm deposits allowed to each patron unselfishness as the .hardly dreamed finally extinguished it.
or Deiore.
if
the
bill
be
year's annual convention wrh!ch is to
garrison
rf the government postal savings
be held In Albuquerque,
banks. In response to such a demand, comes a law it will place the milld
THE YELLOWSTONE FOUND
Postmaster General Burleson is quoted upon a footing of equal dignity and
San Francisco", Jan. 19. The steam
as favoring a maximum of $1000 on Importance with the regular army.
er
Yellowstone, which for 72 hours
The
men
will
be
paid, they will have
which the 2 par cent interest shall be
COULD HAVE MADE
been tossing disabled iif high
had
the
benefit
of
the
best
in
military
paid, and an unlimited amount with
struction and, what is more to the seas, was picked up today off Cape
interest stopping at the $1,000 point
point,
they will have a vital andjin- Arraga, Oregon, by the steamer Wil
There are some rather interesting
GOOD HIS THREAT
liam Chatham, which started to tow
!ide lights on the situation which are cnauengea standing In Washington
not taken into consideration by the President W'flson Is said to be heartijy ter southward for the first shelter
in iavor or mis Dill. He is pledged she could make. The Chatham was
average person. On general principles, so
YOUNG MAN WHO HAD INFERNAL
say the reports, to use his influ bound for Puget Sound, having left
he average man would argue that
MACHINE WAS ABLE TO
on the seventeenth, but turned
'with all the rigid supervision to which ence to secure its passage with a min here
CAUSE EXPLOSION
Yellowstone
the
after
back
passing
savings bonks are subjected by state imum of delay and debate. It is plain a
hawser.
laws, depositors who refuse 3 per cent indi uie country needs the militia.
Salt Lake City, Jan. 19. W. L.
end accept the government's 2 per And there Is a good chance that the
23 years old, pleaded guilty
Cumraings,
ent are rather
GOVERNOR IS UPHELD
business authorities will fully awaken to the
in the federal district court here to
men. Such indeed is the reasonable importance of the national guard in
Baker, Ore., Jan. 19. Governor Os day and was sentenced to three years'
conclusion, but there are many thou- providing a splendid reserve army for wald West of Oregon was upheld to imprisonment for attempting to blacksands of people who eagerly accept service upon the same footing as the day by Judge Gustavo Anderson of mail Miss Dorothy Bamberger, a
Uie circuit court in his enforcement
the loss of 1 per cent Interest for regular troops.
wealthy society girl.
o
this
hat they conceive to oe the added se-of martial law in Copperfield,
The attempted blackmail attracted
COUNTY OPTION ELECTION
-county, where two weeks ago the wide attention last July because
s
curity of government guaranty. It is
Aztec, N. M., Jan. 19. At the meet- state militia .under the direction of
impossible to convince such persons
threatened to kill Miss Bamthat the ordinary savings banks are ing last week of the county commis- Miss Fern Hobbs, the governor's sec- berger with an infernal machine of his
: safe, and
the depositors who trust sioners a petition containing 373 retary, closed the saloons because of own invention which could be exnames was presented asking that an
Kindreds of millions of dollars to them
alleged violations; of laws regulating ploded at a distance by the use of a
'
election be called for the county on the sale of
'
not
are
liquor.
taking an immense risk. The
wireless attachment. Tests of his
the liquor question. The commissionexecutive
court
the
held
The
that
banks
are
established
savings
postal
machine, which was confiscated by
ers
granted the petition and set Feb- had the power to enforce the laws by federal
for the particular benefit "of the "tin-a- n
officers, proved that it could
28 next as the date for such
employing the military forces of the do all that Cummings had threatened.
and stocking" contingent, for ar- ruary
"
election.
state, and that if the saloon keepers' The court showed leniency because
gument 5s manifestly wasted upon
This election concerns' the county
rights were infringed they could bring the evidence indicated he had been
those whose obstinacy ori,.Jiaidity outside of
the Incorporated towns of
outweighs every other consideration.. Farmingtdn and Aztec, which hot-he- ld civil action against the governor. At the tool of others who have not been
for the saloon men said an caught.
It is obviously prefarable to have two
elections and went torneys
'
prohibition
or three scores of millions of dollars "dry." There is not any doubt that appeal probably would be taken, bein the hands of the government than the county wiil vote for prohibit ion by cause the constitution Is involved.
to have them hidden away in tin cans, a large majority, as the last saloon
G0VE1SIEHTSTEMIEBS
teapots or between nmttresses.
I was ousted
WILL SUBPOENA JOSLYN
something like four years
The contention has been made, with ago and the people would not return
19. Chairman
Washington, Jan.
ARE
what appears to be strong show of rea- to them again. Criminal court rec Overman of the senate lobby commitNONNECESSITY
are
dollars
of
millions
that
son,
many
ords .1 here show 8 noticeable decrease tee, declared today that if George Jos-l- y
Kent abroad every year by foreigners since ;San Juan "county ehut out sa- n of Omaha, Neb,,' president of the
SO DECLARES SENATOR JONES IN
"who have an Instinctive distrust
of loons.;
.
Western' Newspaper Union, did not
DISCUSSING THE ALASKAN
state and national banks and who The Webb law, under which inter- - come to Washington voluntarily he
RAILWAYS
liave been barred from depositing more state shipments of i.'quor are prohib. would be subpoenaed to testify on the
than the legal maximom In the postal ited, is operative only in states which charge that his concern had been, paid
' Washington, Jani; 19. Speaking on
(savings' banks. The surplus Is there- have a state prohibitory statute, and by the Canadian government to furthe'
Alaskan railroad hill today Sensurthis
Mexico
sent
fore
"back home," and
nish to American newspapers "patent
the temperance people of New
ator Jones contended that government
on
law
the
to
is
such
a
soGht
fs
what
have
will
insides"
favorable
plus
being
get
repreevidently
containing
steamship lines sftbuld not also be
ty the advocates of a nfgher maximum state statutes before the national gov- sentations of agriculture in Canada.
provided because the companies would
ernment au interfere with shipments
-i addition, of course, to the domestic
have to meet the eovernment on
savings which are being turned back of liquor into "dry" territory.
TO INVESTIGATE JUDGE
equal terms. Rates of steamship comt
o ti e tin can banns. A sad story
Macon, Ga., Jan. 19. Congressional
panies, which would have to come to
v it ! yen prominence in an eastern
ARE GREAT
CONCESSIONS
of official a common port, he held, could be regof
investigation
charges
enis
busily
, ver the other day when a thrifty
'A corps of workmen
misconduct against Judge Emery ulated with reasonable satisfaction.
ort'fner, whoso $220 was refused by gaged at the amusement concessions
Speer of the United Slates district Under such conditions, he thought,
c
Panama-PacifiInterfcls district of the
jstal savings bank because robcourt was begun here today by a sub- there would be such
and
site
already
8
national
sharp comptltion
Exposition
lmra had been reached,
committee of he house committee on that reasonable rates would be Insured
I of las saving aa ht was leaving two of the principal concessions are
The entire committee later If monopoly should develop at the sea
i I tetnce. These "hum a a Inter-- 1 taking shape. These are the "Grand judiciary.
will
decide
what action if any shall shore, he said he would favor an ex
' features, however, are not often Canyon of Arizona." which is being
be taken. Chairman Webb said at the tension of the
Fe
Santa,
railroad,
d into the
government railroad to
prosaic arguments Installed by the
outset that Judge Speer, who was the
J
f itruBt finnoclal economics..
ownership and operation of steamIt and "Toyland Grown Up."
will be allowed counsel to exship lines. He doubted, however, the
ht ho ventured on potitral I nnci- - "The Grand Canyon of Arizona" present,
amine witnesses.
masterof
this
wisdom or necessity of taking such
a
he
will
reproduction
tf that thona who cie ovtr
action now.
s t1 f
i
master of a $ni') ni,- -i
'ill piece, of nature a r I tig cost will ex- Subscribe for The
Optic
In his discussion of the best method
.t' nioro cauhnor in "
r of ceed $350,000.
fj.S
i"
CO.
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of developing and operating mines to
which the proposed railroad would
give access, he said ho thought a fair
leasing system that would prevent
monopoly could be devised, but that
he would not shrink from government
operation of the mines If that course

seemed best.

RAILROAD
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WATCHES

ON MONTHLY PAYMENTS

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

New York, Jan. 19. Traders oppos
ed the early advancing tendency and
succeeded in checking the movement
definitely. Business contracted sharpswsitivtness
ly after the first hou
of Reading to pressure discouraged
further bullish operations, although
there was no relapse of consequence
in prices.
Special buying proceeded in Individual slocks but traders asserted that
bidding up of these issues"s designated, to facilitate, distribution else- .where.; The copper shares were af
fected by reports of improving conditions in the' metal markets here and
abroad, and made a good showing

'r;-a-j--

X&UPER--

T

up.

WATCH INSPECTOR A. T. 6, S. F. RY.
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Bonds

weT'eirm.

Dullness set in after an extensive
array of 1 to 2 polut advances had
been made. News that no important
decision would be made the United
Slates supreme court removed the
barrier to active professional operaT
'
tions.
Profit
market
closed
The
easy.
taking sales were numerous in the
final hour, and prices went off in all
directions. Renewed selling of Reading commenced after it had worked
back to Its high figure, and there was
also a liberal supply of Union Pacific.
The last sales were as follows:
71
Amalgamated Copper
,....'.....".".105
Sugar, bid
.. .7. 97
Atchison .
..169
Reading
94
Southern Pacific
158
Union Pacifio
63
United States Steel
109
United States Steel, pfd

t

VI.
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result is a

n

bit surprising

i

when one discovers what comfort,
what air of good taste and even luxury is afforded by electric light at so
little cost. Its adaptability permits
the location of lamps or fixures
where an abundance of light is most
needed, yet preserving the restful-nes- s
-

n
it
1

of shadow. The result is economy of light with a comfort and

effectiveness afforded by no other

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Jan. 19. Announcement
Chicago,
that no unusually cold weather Is Indicated at present for any portion of

illuminate.

the United States had a bearish influence today
Selling pressure, however, was not heavy. The
lowmarket opened unchanged to
er, and later sagged ail around. The
close was weak
under last
night.
Prospect of decreased feeding carried the corn market down grade.
Prices here started
4 lower to a
shade up, and then underwent a general decline. The close was easy
net lower..;
io.M
Oats suffered in sympathy with the
weakness of other gram.
First sales of provisions ranged
from 2Ya lower to a rise of 10 cents,
and there was a subsequent additional
,
gain.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat May 91; July 87.

Test the merit of electric
light by wiring your house
NOW. There is no time like
the present. Electricity-convenie-

m

nt

,U;,.,

safe
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65;
39;

Corn, May
July
Oats, May
July
Pork, May $21.90,
Lard, May $11.40.
Ribs, May $11.80.

The Las Vegas Light &

ri-- j

Power Company

64.
39.
t

packers and hutchers $8.108.35;
lights $7.908.30; pigs $6.757.50.

$6.508.75;

Blockers

and

$5.758; bulls $5.257'.25;
$6.5011.
Market stea

feeders
calves

Cattle, receipts 14,000.
Prime fed steers $8.60(5)9 15,
Sheep, receipts 12,000. Market 10
cents
lower. Lambs $7.258.10; yearsteers
westdressed
beef
$7.258.50;
Kansas
re- ern
steers
southern
steers
lings
$6.257.25; wethers $5,300;
$8.609.15;
9,000.
5
Market
cents higher.
ceipts
heifirs 5.90; ewes $55.60.
Bulk $7.958.35; heavy $8.258.0r $68i20; cows $4.257.50;
dy.

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK
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Shearer, midwife. Hotel

Mrs.
Romalne. Adv.
OUie

PREACHERS WIN A

Annual White Goods Sale

PERSONALS

C. C. Davis of Raton was a business

visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. H. Shirley of Cherryvale was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Viles of Holman,
N. M., were visitors In Las Vegas Saturday.
T. J. Hoffman of Watrous came in
Hi's afternoon for a" short business
,
visit here.
E. E. Veeder left last night for Santa Fe where he will he on business
for a short time. A
Dr. H. M. Smith left last night for
Santa Fe where he will be on legal
.business for a few days.
John Brault arrived in Las Vegas
last night from Albuquerque for a
short business visit here.
C. F. Watson, who has been employed by Bon Lewis as clerk, left
last night for Denver, Colo.
Albert Stern of Albuquerque arrived
In the city Saturday evening and was
a visitor with friends yesterday.
J. A. Ricker, Jr., arrived in Las Ve
busigas this afternoon ana will be a
"tew
next
the
for
here
ness visitor
days.
E. M. Graaf, representative for the
A. C. McClurg company of, Chicago,
'Las Vegas
waKa busiiess visitor"
today.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Prentice returned
yesterday afternoon from Santa Fe
where they' have been visiting for the
it)
past few tiays.
Vincent Jones returned last night
from Kansas City, Kan., where "lftlhas
been as a witness in the D. A. Moun-J)aland fraud case.
of
the
Charles II. Fletcher,
Denver Times and Rocky Mountain
News of Denver, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. A. Naylor returned to his" home
at Shoemaker yesterday afternoon after having been a business visitor
bere for the past few days.
Edward Farrar of Albuquerque came
5n last night for a short business visit
in Las Vegas. He is a well known
business man of the Duke City.
D. C. Huntington, representative of
a number of manufacturing firms,
ame in from El Paso last night for a
short business visit in Las Vegas.
W. F. Grimes, Walter B. Smith and
r. J. Heaney of Chicago,
arrived in
I as Vegas last night and will remain
Tor the next week or more as visitors,
Mrs. M, A. Brennan returned yesterday afternoon from Raton after
baving been a visitor with friends
and Relatives there for the past few
days.
N. A. Battmer, representative for
the Bull Durham Tobacco company,
was a business visitor in the city y
from his headquarters In Albuquerque.
Frank Springer arrived, in Las
Saturday night from Raton, where
be has been on business for some
time. He will remain in Las Vegas
indefinitely.
E. R. Russel of the Crystal Ice and
Creamery company left yesterday afternoon for Denver, Colo., where he
will attend the big stock show to be
lield this week.
Manuel Castillo, deputy sheriff of
s
Santa Fe county, arrived In Las
last night with an Insane patient
who was committed to the State Hospital for the Insane.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Suhl of Kansas
City, Kan., returned to their home
this afternoon after having been visit
ors in Las Vegas for some time. They
"have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs,
'

Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and 50c values
35c
at - -- 2

LOT

LOT

Draw-

Covers,
Gowns

and

values at

Skirts, 65o

.

43c

and
4 Drawers, Gowns
Skirts, 75c and 85c values

LOT

at

59c
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suite, $1 values at79o
LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Prin-

cess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1.25 values

at -

-

98c
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts ' and Comb1.50 and $1.75
ination Suits,

values at
HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
fhane Main 104

The Pofuhr frlce Store

t

Judge W. J. Mills left last night for
the Capital City where he will be on
official business for the next few days.
H. Sandler arrlvecy ftStfflty this
afternoon from Watrous and will be
a business visitor here far''' a short
time.
,,
Saturday
David Conway 'returned
he has
where
Chicago,
fromtj
night

GAME FROM
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u-- u
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0

A

HANSON MAKES BOXBALL ALLEY
HUM, PILING UP A TOTAL
OF 258

The Preachers won from the
doughty Dormdwellers in the Y. M. C.
A. boxball tournament Saturday night
by 133 pins. The winners' total pins
amounted to 1,452, which, while large
enough to beat the home folks of the
"Y," was not a figure to be proud of
because in the big roundup the total
;
r ("
pins count.
It just .seemed, Saturday night, that
Captain Imhof couldn't help picking
and pecking at that one particular
five pin until the aforesaid pin f seined to cry out to its punishment. Captain Dock Jones being absent, the
dean of the Dormdwellers essayed the
part of leader and he bowled a
mighty good game.
Tonight the Hlghrollers and the
Painters will roll their regular scheduled game.
Following is the score:
Preachers, 1,452
143 114 134
Imhof
137 124 173
J,:
Demarais 208 212
-2- 07
LeNoir

The high score record was broken
all to pieces Saturday, night when
Hanson stuck around just long enough
to roll a clear 258, beating LeNolr's
previous record of 250. This is get
ting up awfully close to the perfect
score, 300, in fact it will' not be long
before the unbeatable mark will be
reached!
Following is the score for the fifth
game In the Student boxball tourna
ment:
Sbn "... Vonlnnhv
1337
. IWU...WI ww,,jp "A"

446

519

1.319
152 199
117 '. H3
125 136

182
141
123

487

Dormdwellers,

Rot J
Pake

"';

Farmers Should Keep a Dank Account

Their bank deposit book affords them a complete record of their cash receipts, while the
stubs of their check books are a perfect record of expenses and payments. Paying a laborer, a
store account or any other bill with a bank check is much safer thaa with money; because you
avoid the risk of handling the actual cash, and the endorsed check returned by the bank is the
best kind of a receipt.
Farmers! Try the experiment for one year of keeping a bank account and see if it does not pay
you. A large number of the best farmers have accounts with us now We Want Every

BROKEN

LOW SCORES A FEATURE OF SATURDAY NIGHT'3 LEAGUE
GAMES

been visiting relatives for the past Sv la J

t

1

.t

.

,

Farmer

PEOPLES BANK

420

Junlorwhya "B"
146
Archibald ...
..150
Moore
'.......135
Wright

183

161

151
154

148
130

488
1307
131
158 '
138

TRUST CO."

iiUCJI

G

ALBUQUERQUE'S

f

TE

I

AND ELETURN

GOAT

.

168
128
124

(El

LOCAL TEAM 11A8

;

Noyes j
Bowen
J. Nahm

!

to Have One.

DUKE CITY BASKET-VARIOUS
BALL SQUADS IGNORE OF- FERS OF GAMES
429

'

Scottish Rite

Word has been received from Al
concerning the possible
141 organization of a crack city basketball team by T. J. Naylon, a well
449 known athletic booster of the Duke
427
431
,
City. This team is to be composed
Thirty pins in favor of "A's".
of
the best material in Albuquerque,
to
date;.
Teams standing up
AlTotal Pins and, in a recent statement in an
Mr. Naylon hopes
paper
buquerque
w.,4118 to
Junlorwhya "A"
cop the championship ofthe south-2849
Normalwhys "A"
2703
Hiwhys
This Word comes wfth'ipieasure to
2603
Normalwhys "B"
local Y. M. C. A. team, which althe
1307
Juniorwhys "B" ... . , ;.
ready
lays claim to the championship
Episcopalians Still Winning
of the state and hopes to win the
the
Baseball
In the Indoor
league
title for the southwest. Undoubtedly
leading Episcopalians won from tie if the proposed Albuquerque team is
Christians 7 to 1, while the Methodists
organized it will be prepared to- bold
won from' the Baptists 12 to 6.
a
challenge
its own by accepting
Standing of Indoor Baseball League from the local team. The manager
Pet.
Lost
Won
of the local squad, Secretary P. H.
.750
1
Episcopalians ... ....3
LeNoir, has written all the teams in
1
2
,.666
Methodists ...
but Is unable to secure
'
.500 Albuquerque;
2
..2
Christians
offered the Duke City
He
any games.
.333
2 ,
Presbyterians ... ....1
kind of term for games,
any
squads
.000
3
...A
Baptists
and as thus far he has received no
saw
Basketball
Movie
The
league
acceptance, the local five feels safe
two close and interesting game3 Sat- In claiming the championship as far
urday night when the Harmless Ones as Albuquerque is concerned.
won from the Evil Eyes 13 to 7 and
The New Mexico University boasts
the Rattlesnakes w6n from the
one of the fastest teams known in
11 to 8.
the state, but it also has not anIs
the
standing:
Following
swered challenges from Mr. LeNolf.
Won Lost Pet. However, due to the fact that the Y.
.750 M. C. A. team here claims the cham1
Goldens ...
.750
1
Harmless Ones
pionship and) is open to meet all com
.666
1
.7.2
.
.
Rangers
petition, the Albuquerqueans may be
.666
1
.T.2
.
forced to play or retire from all claim
Valleymonnts
.600 to the state championship.
Rattlesnakes
150

458 buquerque

January

ounion
18th. to 24th., 1914

Tickets on sale.

January 17th. to 21th. inc. 1911.
return limit, January 27th 1914

i

final

;

ID.

1. BTTGI iEL- OF, Agent
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flRFS Afin TllfiFS
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Skiand tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d
for the auto.

I
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Val-mor-
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BOX-BAL-
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KC pure. KC health

It really does mate8

and pastry than the old

fashioned single acting

;

baking powders.

it.

HESI-TATER-

CjE

AT

FBH ITS FEEFECTKESS

The Las Vegas ''Automobile'
and Machine Shop

2--

-

VC"K

GUARANTEED

'

I

!

CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK

fact that he had a contract with ihe
preceding board which had three
years to run. This occurred in September, 1912.
Dr. Smith immediately filed suit.
iiDtiiiiy mai, uiu ijuis, give mm ui
amount of salary ithat would hava
been due him, together with othet
emoluments of his office. He receiv-- .
ed judgment for fl5,0M). Stephen B.
Davis, Jr., and Herbert W. Clark ara
representing Dr. Smith. Veeder &
Veeder are attorneys for the trustees.
Dr. William Porter Mills of this city
was appointed superintendent tQ sue--,
ceed Dr. Smith- -

MAY BE

SOMEBODY

Ve-?;- as

WHY NOT

t

Fivi;

,

.

week.

BY LENOIR

for the
Tinnier,
394 478 447
Haynes Automobile' company, was a
Team Standing
business visitor in Las Vegas today
Total Pins
on his way from Denver to El Paso.
M85
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clark and Mr. 'preachers -- .3,016
-- and Mrs. Stephen B. Davis, Jr., left Highrollers 2,996
yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe, Baskettossers
2,766
Painters
wheer they will be for several days.
2,508
Mrs. Erie Choate, accompanied by Dormdwellers .
1,555
arrived
Buzzwagons
Miss
her sister,
Ivy Snyman,
Individual averages: LeNoir, 194;
in Las Vegas this afternoon from Watrous where they have been visiting Ungaro, 183; White, 179; Root, 178!;
Hanson, 173; Winters, 173; Smith,
their parents.
1712-3- ;
Peterson, 164;
Webb, 1691-2- ;
Dr. and Mrs. H. A. Miller left this
1611-2- ;
1621-3- ;
El
Tellier,
Grinslade,
and
other
for Chicago
afternoon
1601-2- :
Stewert,
lis.
148;
Imhof,
places in the east where they expect 1471-3- ;
Demarais, 146; Sells, 131
to remain iter several weeks. Dr. Mil128.
ler will bo relieved at the Santa Fe Jones, 139; Face,
hospital by Dr. E. O. Stuckey of At
a
lanta, Ga.; who, has been at the
sanitarium for some time. Dr.
Miller is making the, trip with the
special purpose of visiting the Mayo
BROTHER IMHOF
brothers In Rochester, Minn., and also
and
other
will visit Minneapolis
places.
PREACHERS ENGAGE IN BATTLE
.500
Clods
AT THE Y. M. C, A. A
'. . .
.250
3
Hiawandas
Only One- "BROMO QUININE"
BATTLE
.200
4
. , . . .
Evil
Eyes
BROMO
LAXATIVE
QUININE.
That is
.000
4
.
Look for the signature of E. T;W.
This mortilng at the Y. M. C. A., Sheepherders
GROVE. Cures a cold In one day, witnessed one of the most terrific
Cures grip in two days. 23s. Adv.
battles ever seen in this institution, YOAKUM WILLING TO
or in Las Vegas, for that matter, when
two of the local minlsttrs matcher
FIGHT
DR. LANDAU RECEIVES
their skill In a game of boxball. One
of the men, captain of the famous
Preachers' team, jokingly challenged
DENEWMAN
one of his brother ministers to a game BUT MANAGER
IN DENVER POST
CLARES
of bowling and little did he think that
BOUT WILL.NOT OCCUR
his
A
challenge would be taken up and
TO
DELEGATE
APPOINTED
HE IS
of
even
did
think
he
still little less
THE GREAT BERLIN CONPromoter Charles O'Malley this
the barest possibility of getting best
FERENCE
morning announced that Stanley Yoa
ed.
kum had wired to the effect that he
Now be it explained that the chal
Rev. Dr. Jacob II. Landau has been
is willing to fight Tommy O'Rourke in
appointed by Governor Glynn of New lenged minister had never thrown a this city next month. Although no
York as a delegate to the great Berlin bowling ball' in his; life and be It also definite arrangements have been made
convention, which will be held the lat- explained that the challenging pastor the battle probably will be staged.
ter part of this month. The congress had several real respectable scores to However, the Denver post an
is for the purpose of talcing some ac- his credit, and further It Is also only nounces in its Sunday edition that
tion upon the violation ofthe treatry of fair to explain and elucidate that a Yoakum will turn down the offer preThis report
Berlin, which guarantees ;$eL the Jew- large amount of credit should be giv- sented by O'Malley.
ish subjects of Roumania the rights en to Captain "Scotty" Smith, he of comes from Louis Newman, Yoakum's
Joe S'iirt.
of citizenship and fair treatment. This "Highroller" fame, because of his manager. Doubtless it ia incorrect
Mrs'i H. E. Fell, daughter of Mr. and treaty has been broken, and the lot coaching of the challenged party.
and aiainst the wish of Yoakum, as
To make a long story short and a the fighter Is particularly interested
Mrs. Charles Tamme, arrived in Las of the Jewish people in Roumania Is
Vegas Jast night and tfill remain here an ilnhappy one.;' eLading citizens of short story shorter the Rev. E. C, In Las Vegas and to willing to fignt
for some time. Mr. Fell is employed the United States are to attend the Anderson, who had never handled any here, according to his own statement.
his Newman may be looking out for the
by the Santa Fe railway in Pueblo, congress1, and the selection of Dr. thing excepting a volleyball-iLandau by the governor ol New York life, up and beat his brother minister, management of Yoakum, but in the
bavlng been moved from Raton.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Morrisette and in which .state the divine resided be- Rev. J. L. Imhof, by the score of 136 opinion of the local fans Yoakum
132 just four pins, but enough to needs sympathy and advice, If such
daughter arrived in the city last night fore coming to Las Vegas, is a testi- to
is the case. Newman seldom is willand will reside here. Mr. Morrisette monial of his ability and the esteem cop the victory.
in
Is
there
great
rejoicing
Today
ing to fight a real boxer, but rather
is employed as claim adjuster for the in which he is held in high circles in
Methodist
,
looks for the easy purse, as he did in
camp.
Landflu
Jha
said
Df.
State.
Santa Fe Railway ? company, Mrs. the
Empire
'"
this: city, and cares only for exhibiMorrisette had been promlTienWn, the this morning he would be unable to
tion
to
bouts, which,; of course, are
o
ould
follow
govand
fha
Berlin, bpt
society1 icircles of 'tlifpjke City
GIVE
WILL
HCI1ESM
child's play compared to real boxing.
undoubtedly will be well received ernor's request by aiysStitinf tjt encourPromoter O'Malley : will wire YoaM
"here.
aging the work to be done there.
BIO DANCE TONIGHT kum this evening and team if the
popular boxer has Jecided to give up
Ci
WM!,
the bout here. If this is the case
EXPECTED TO BE FILLARMORY
' '
I
:
'"
O'Malley is in touch with several
S
ED WITH GLIDERS AND
other fighters who are anxious for a
'C
bout and will make good opponents
for O'Rourke.
is
is
Tonight at the armory the Slmison
'
)
seven-piec- e
(
orchestra will give a
CLAIMS WORLD'S RECORD
ful.
dance.
An excellent program has
Albuquerque, Jan. 19. What is
been prepared by this popular music- claimed as a world's record for bowllighter, nicer biscuits, cakes
al organization, and the dancers un- ing was made last; Friday night on
doubtedly will have a good time for the Drummer alleys in this city, when
the dollar they will be expected to Nick Pailadino, an amateur, rolled a
give up to the doorkeeper. The floor total of 2,191 in tea consecutive
for
has been put ia the best of condition games, or an average of 219
and the tangoers, raggers and old- - lie ten games. PaUadino's high score
fashioned dancers will find gilding, for the eeries was 254. The scores
And you pay only a fair price for
and all the other stunts by games follow: 198, 216. 238, 245,
hesitating
No baking powder should sell tor more.
254, 223, 204.
Total,
highly enjoyable. The dance will be- 220, 219, 1G8,
60
"
"" "
.2,191.
gin promptlyy

1914.

SCORE SET

21o

at -

""

19,

Why

We again offer our patrons
the choicest selection of underwear In muslin, cambric, nainsook and crepe ranging as follows: J t.l f :jr f.i
and
LOT ) Corset Covers
Drawers, 25c and 35c values

ers,

IGH

MONDAY, JANUARY

UP"

ALL "SWELLED
National championship field trials
for pointers and setters, Grand Junc
tion, Tenn.
Meeting of Missouri Valley Confer THAT IS, IF HE EATS THE YEAST
ence universities, at Lincoln, Neb.
HE STOLE FROM GRAAF
& HAYWARD
Annual meet of New England Fox
Hunters' club begins at Bedford,
What may result In some person
Mass.
Mike Glover vs. Jack Britton, 10 or persons
becoming considerably
"swelled up" occured yesterday afterrounds, at New York.
Owen Moran ys. Young McGowan, noon ia the rear of the Graaf & Hay-war-d
10 rounds, at New York.
grocery, when a store room conFreddie Welsh vs. Mickey Sheridan, taining materials used by the baking
department of the firm was robbed.
10 rounds, at Kansas City,.
Frankie Burns vs. Tommy O'Toole, The thief took a package containing
two pounds of yeast, one. pound of
10 rounds, at Wilkesbarre, Pa.
butter, two quarts of milk and six
Tuesday
Balti- cans of prepared, pumpkin..
of
show
annual
of
Opening
The proprietor of the bakery is of
more Automobile Dealers' association.
the
of
opinion that natives committed
annual
meeting
Adjourned
the
robbery and that they may misBaseball league, at Philadelphia.
take
the yeast for butter. Should this
vs.
Jack
Keating,
Battling Levlnsky
be the case, a decided swelling of the
10 rounds, at Brldgsort, Conn.
10
persons will follow, as yeast generTom Kennedy vs. Al McCloskey,
ally ia known to be a swell thing,, v
York.
New
at
rounds,
The robbery was committed some
Wednesday
timG
after 1 o'clock yesterday aftermidwinter
trap
Opening of annual
..
.
noon.
shooting tournament at Pinebifrst N.
Tri-Sta- te

C.

Do you bestfn to couffht at night- just when you hone to sleep? Do you
nave a tickling tnroat that keeps you
awake? Just take Foley's Honey
Tar Compound.
It wiil check th
cough and stop the tickling sensation,
at once. Does not upset the stomach,
is best for children and grown per
an-,- l

sons. O. G. Schaefer and Ked Crosa
Drug store. Adv.
'
v
")'"
IN MEMORY OF GENERAL LEE.'c
Atlanta, Ga., Jan, 19. The one hua
dred and seventh anniversary of tho
birth of General Robert B. Lee, th
famous commander of the.fonfoJor- ate armies, was celebrated through-out the south today. Ia eight etatea
Arkansas, Florida, Virginia, Ala
bama,! North Carolina; South. Care1' n
Georgia, and. Mississippi the day Is
a legal holiday and is marked y &
partial cessation, of business attocv
Commemoration exercises were ! 1
in all the. public schools and at :
lugs of many patriotic and hUt .j
societies. Ia many cities these exer
cises were supplemented by civic u. t
military parades.
..

,

Johnny Coulon vs. Frankie Sinnett,
rounds, at Racine,
Battling Levlnsky vs. Jack Lester,
at New York;
TRIAL IN CAPITAL
-.
; sii no
Thursday- Ray Bums vs.' Nick Farnakes, 10
FORMER ASYLUM SUPERINTENDrounds, at Appletofl, Wis.
ENT IS FIGHTING APPEAL TO
Friday
THE SUPREME COURT
Annual tournament of Wisconsin
State Bowling association opens in
The case of Dr. H. M. Smith against
Madison.
Willie Ritchie vs. Tommy Murphy, the board of trustees of the New MexTOO LATE TO CLASS! FY
ico Hospital for the Insane was set
20 rounds, at San Francisco.
Ad Wolgast vs. Joe Rivers, 10 for a hearing this afternoon by the
1
rounds at Milwaukee.
supreme court at Santa Fe. The de- WANTED
o
l
case
after
judgsaleslady;
vs.
Soldier
the
fendants
appealed
Battling Levlnsky
v . - , i
ant
t'
them
Apply
York.
ment
by
had
been
at
against
New
10
given
rounds,
Kearns,
Bonnet Shop.
the district court for San Miguel counSaturday
superintendtournament
Dr.
ty.
Smith,
formerly
Open championship golf
'
:. ' ,i f
at Coronado Country club, Coronado, ent of the New Mexico Kg 'iial for wan":;
'
1
. l.i
or
for
tli?
was
dismissed
by
the
Insane,
Calif.
i
a . w. c :
.
C
Opening of automobile shows In board of trustees appointed ly "
i
itniA
Far
f!.f
McDonald,
nolwititanil'p
Chioaeo, Montreal and Rochester.
10
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ISTH-

MARKER FOR
UITAELE
MIAN TRIUMPH SUGGESTED
BY FRANCE

g
Jan. 19. With the
nearly done, Bud the fortification a well under war, the decoration
of the Panama canal is a subject of
renewed attention, aroused particular-3- y
by the suggestion from tYance that
tha early work of Ferdinand De
the French engineer, be
iby a status to him at
eorae conspicuous point on the canal.
This is hut one of many Ideas,
aver, and the whole question of embellishment of tho waterway Is still

V.'askington,

dig-tfln-

Les-ecp- s,

open.

Artists generally agree with eng
eers that the canal is a monument
to itself, but at the same time there
3bas been no lack of suggestion for
beautifying the waterway. One proposition is for collosal pillars at the
outermost points of the Atlantic and
3Paclio entrances, eurmounted by
wtatues of heroic proportions of Columbus, Balboa, and others whose
jjames have been Indelibly connected
with the discovery of America and
the development or the canaL Another proposal has beoa for a statue
4o Senator John Morgan of Alabama,
one of the pioneers of this country for
Isthmian canal construction. De Les
sens, by the way, has not altogether
Tbeen forgotten for the house which
le once occupied at Cristobal Is still
preserved. In front of it stands a

small monument to Christopher Co

'

luiubus.

The government commission of fine
arts, made up of many of the leading
sculptors and architects of the country, has already studied the problem
of beautifying the canal, but its report which Is awaiting action by con'
gresa has only one specific proposal
for a commemorative monument. This
is presented as follows: . '
"The, commission of fine arts believes that a memorial record of the
building of the canal should be made
In the form of an impressive inscription" upon a great monument surface
at some point of prominence, and a
careful examination of the whole
length of the canal led to the choice
of the east wall at the point of deep- est cut, 492 feet at the continental
divide. While the sTze and design of
this monument should be the result.
of careful study we are inclined to be
lieve that it should be approximately
100 feet in height and somewhat more
In width; that it should be severely
simple in design; that the lettering
should be done in ftoman V shaped
letters and that the material sb.uld
be concrete applied aa a massive fac
ing to the Irregularly fractured trap
rock of the cliff. We strongly recommend this and regard it as one of the
most Important matters' to be consid
ered. We suggest also the possibility
of marking the highest point of canal
excavation on Gold Hill Immediately
over the proposed inscription with
some form bf monument This should
be considered carefully hy the de
signer of the principal monument."
This report which is based on personal inspection of the canal route by
Daniel C. French, the sculptor, and
Frederick Law Olmstead, the landscape gardener, suggests that any
further ornamentation of the waterway should be nndertakken only after
serious consideration, bearing in mind
that the outstanding feature of the
canal is utility rather than adornment,

"The canal," the report adds, "like
the pyramids or some imposing object
in natural scenery, is impressive from
its scale and simplicity and direct
ness. One feels that anything done
merely for the purpose of beautifying
it would not only fall to accomplish
that purpose, but would bo an impertinence. In such a work the most
that tho artists could hoie to do
would be to aid In selecting, as be
tween alternative forms of substan
tially equal value from the engineer
ing point of view, those which are
likely to prove most agreeable and
,
appropriate In appearance."
If the foundation difficulties are not
too serious, the report suggests it,
might be advisable to erect a monument in the form of a lighthouse
specially designed for the purpose at
either side of the canal at the Atlantic entrance. The report points out
that the present aids to navigation in
the canal, including lighthouses, small
range lights and tripods, all made of
reinforced concrete, "are nearly all
open to criticism as to details of appearance," but since most of them
are completed It is too late to modify
the designs.
While it would appear desirable to
mark the Pacific ena of the canal in
a manner similar to that proposed for
the Atlantic end, it is said that the
Pacific entrance is so occupied by
docks and cold storage facilities that
any extraneous structure would be in
conflict "Moreover,,' the report adds,
"there are points of Interest as one
approaches the canar from the Pacific
with which it would be unwise to at
tempt to compete by any structure
built for artistic reasons alone. The
shore Itself with its- rugged range of
mountains is inspiring and the islands
guarding the entrances are interesting
in the extreme."

MONDAY,

JANUARY

19, 1914.

"I was in
penter, East Aurora, N.
very bad shape suffering from indigestion, could not eat solid food, when
a friend advised me to try Chamberlain's Tablets. I found such relief
from one box that I continued using
them until cured, and though six years
have elapsed I have not felt the
slightest return of my former trouble." For sale ,by all dealers. Adv.
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former members of the San Francisco
'police force were brought into court
today to stand trial on a charge of
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
Ntt-10BROTHERHOOD
Meets every Monday night M
A. M. Regular coin- munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue M
in 8 o'clock.
A inira Thursday
Visiting members are ee
eacl1 ""N1111, Visiting dially welcome.
J. c. Wertz. Pre
brothers cordially dn- - dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O, A
lted. Guy M. Gary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer. '

II

COLUM

2

NlvV

,

F. O.
first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially Invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.
E.i-M- eets

r.

JONES-BOWEK-

Wanted

CHICHESTER

jne
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
rl eke no other. Buy or roar
,
Jsruirtrlttt. A.kfoTt'lii.t
DIAMOND IIRANU FILLS, (of
Tcmi known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
0I n hV npjififiCTS EVFRYWHFRR

Chronic

Indigestion Permanently
Cured
"Six years ago," writes S. E. Car

East Bound
Arrive
No. 2.. . 7:20 p. m.. ...
No. 4.. .11:54 p. m.
No. 8.. . 2:25 a. m.....
No. 10.. . 1:35 p. m
West Bound

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

FOR RENT

Elegant furnisEed suite;
parlor and bedroom" with piano,
also large sunny south room with
private entrance, steam heat, all
modern conveniences. Inquire 1022
Fourth Street
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF

FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed,
comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Taone

G

1.

3....
7..
9..

I

CAIE

'UK

iu

5301.

PIANO for sale cheap. Call 811 Main
or phone Purple 6101.

FOR

SALE House and furniture
cheap. Apply 912 Jackson Ave.

C.llsccllancoua
week introducing our very complete
spring line of beautiful wool suitings
wash fabrics, fancy waistlngs, Bilks
hdkfs., petticoats, etc. 'Up to date
N. Y. City patterns. Finest line on
the market Dealing direcb with the
mills you will find our prices low.
If others can make $10.00 to $30.00
weekly you can also. Samples, full
instructions in neat sample case,
shipped express prepaid. No money
required. Exclusive territory. W?te
for particulars. Be first to.appy.
Standard Dress Goods Company, 100
1st St. Binghamton, N. Y.

The Woman's Home Companion

MEXICAN drawn work and hand hem
stitching to order. Call afternoons,
814

McClures

m.
m.
m.
m.

p.
a.
p.
p.

-- if you use

SECUR-

Assistant Deputy,
East Las Vegas, N.

1011
M.

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It
giving you
a present for do-

Sixth street,

ing something
you a do wiy
way when you
- leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

L. O. O. MOOSE

FLOUR realb
Made

Douglas avenue.

Lest

is.

by GER-

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy. Vlsltlni
Montague,
members are especially welcooe and

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

EVERY WOMAN should earn $25 per cordially Invited.

The National Sportsman

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

day of the month in the vestry room
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock S
FOR SALE One gray horse at city m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
pound Saturday, January 24 at 10 vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
o clock a. m.
Greenclay, Secretary.

Pay us $7.50-- If you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.,
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

p. m.
a. m.
p. m

For YOU!

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues

For Sato

I

p. m.

Depart

1:10 p, m..
6:35 a. ra..
4:20 p. m..
6:35 p. m..

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
LARGE, airy robm, comfortably fur
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
nished, 803 Jackson, corner Eighth Davis,
Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
6treet. Phone Main 313.

PRACTICALLY

Depart
7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

B.

For Rent

S PILLS

LOCAL TIME CARD

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
FURNISHED
ROOMS, 716 Grand W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
Avenue.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable Ladles always welcome.
O. L. Flers-man- ,
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanpered, electric lights. Low rate cier; Mrs. A V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Phone Purple 6301.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,

A CO

CAFE

HORT ORDER
AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOL OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

'I

Purple

i1

LOBBY

grand larceny. The accused were al
ADVER
leged members of the Italian bunk RATES TOR CLASSIFIED'
Petten, Secretary.
TISEMENTS
gang, said to have cleaned up half
a million dollars the pasF year or
LA
VEGA COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
two. The four officers are already Five cent per line each Insertion.
KNIGHT
TEMPLAR Reg-ila- r
under conviction aod sentence on a Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
reft-'.j- d
Twea-conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
conspiracy charge.
m
emcn
aaonin
4
ai mv
oy
line
All advertisements
charged
onle Temple at 7:1 p. n. Q. H.
will be booked at space actually et
KUkel, . C; Ch&s. Tusme,
ATTOKNEY8
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
HUNKER & HUNKER
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
George A. Hunker. Chester A.' Hunkei
'
sswissssbP'W
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- Attorneys-at-La'4Ttyigyq
Tocatlon first Monday In
Mexi
New
Las Vegas,
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. P.
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
A. Brlnegar, H.
Dentist
P.;p. o.
WMi Blood, Secretary.
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
I. O. O. P. LAft VFAlft I onne
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1J
1.
Meet every Monday evenlne at
New'
Mexico
East, ij&a Teeas.
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN t.
their hall on Sixth street AH vlwUin.
brethren cordially invited to atteud
MONUMENT CO
r. d. mes, N. O.; Gus Lehman. V. o
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werti.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
WANTED Good cools at Las Vegas Treasurer; J, V. Hedgcock, Cemeten
Trustea
W. W. BOWERS
E. A. JONES
hospital.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE 0PT1G AND

I

Bhe

CHAPMAN
FRISCO POLICEMEN ON TRIAL
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 19. Four

ilr
I

1

LING) FINISH

OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
Q. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
--

EMPRESS
can be
0

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

...... -- .....20c

per 1oi ibs.
25c per 1M lbs.

lbs., or More, Each Dslvery
Ibs, to 2,000 lbs, Eseh Delivery
200 Ibc, to 1,008 lbs. Each Delivery .
50 Ibs, to 200 Iks., Each Delivery .
Lees than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000
1,000

S0o
40o
...5Co

per 109 lbs.
per 18 lb
per Us lbi

YAGUA PUBA COMPAN-

Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors ot Natarsi Ice, tie Purity. tx3
Famotia.
Lasting Qualities ol Which H&ve Made Las Vet
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Sliver mesh purse. Finder
return to Bacharach Brothers and
receive reward.

LOST

bhe
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pn-idns-

,
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 n. m

u

Market Finder
hm asaeag m
Classified ads. searea ml th peopl
those who MIGHT EXT the ptrUcular tSUi U wortk BOMt
'
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the door was closed;" and they were
SYNOPSIS.
alone together. In a flash she felt that
it could not be endured.that she must
CHAPTER I Prancol
a
Beaupre.
babe of three years, after an escape. She rose hastily.
Sjunuslng incident In which Marshal Ney
im sorr i must go; I cannot
ig made a Chevalier of France
girures,
ibr the Emperor Napoleon, In the home stay"
m the lad's parents in the village of - But Francois had laughed and taken
France, where the emperor had brlrfher hand and was holding it with a
to hold a council of war.
that the boy mlxht tender force which thrilled her. He
Eitopped a
marshal of France under understood.
She knew he understood
launtDer Bonaparte.
the shame and fear of a woman who
CHAPTER n At the ass of tn Fran-faomeets a stranger who Is astonished has given love unasked; he was safe
iwhen the boy tells him he may one day in his hands; she knew that. With a
JJw a "marshal of France under another
sigfe she let her fingers rest in his and
UWapoieon."
sat down again and waited.
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
"Dear Mademoiselle Lucy," said the
lila nerve by climbing a lofty church
This deed is witnessed by the deep kind voice, "my first friend in
urtaeple.
stranger who marvels at the boy's grame-and aska him to visit him at Virginia, " my comrade, my little
scholar
ha Chateau.

ent

a.

U

ei

CHAPTER IV Francois visits Ganeral
he Baron Qaspard Gourgaud, who with
JlUxe, his
daughter, lives
t the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
under Napoleon he fires the boy's imagination- with stories of his campaigns
Ssrtth the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses
lis possessions In a game of chance.
CHAPTER VI The
offers
jrtancois a home at the Chateau. The
moy refuses to leave his parents, but in
end becomes copyist for the general
and learns of the friendship between the
Teneral and Marquis Zappl, who campaigned with the General under Napoleon.
seven-year-ol- d

J

CHAPTER VII Marquis Zappt and
on, Pietro, arrive at the Chateau. The
general agrees to care for the Marquis'
n while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER VIII Francois Bhows marked attention to Marquis Zappl because
he once saved the life of the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America
asks the boy to be a friend of hi son.
JTrancols Bolemnly promises,
CHAPTER
to the
Chateau to live. Marquis goes
Zappi dies
leaving Pietro as a ward to the general.
Alixe. Pietro and Francois
meet a
proves to be Prince
jtrange boy who, Francois
Xiouis
saves his life.
Napoleon.
CHAPTER X-general discovers
TTancois loves Alixe. and
extracts promise from him that he will not interfere
tween the girl and Pietro.
j

The

'

Why did Lucy grow cold and quiet

at these words of gentleness? Fran-cot- e
was sitting beside her, holding
her hand in both his, gazing at her
with the clearest affection in his look.
Yet she braced herself against she did
not know what. The voice went on
with its winning foreign inflections, Its
slip of EngliBh now and then, and its
power ot reaching the heart,
"See, mademoiselle," said Francois,
"we are too real friends, you and I, to
have deception between us. We will
not pretend, you and I, to each other
is it not, mademoiselle? Therefore I
shall not try to hide from you that I
heard that day those words so wonderful which you "spoke to me so unworthy. I have thought of those words
ever since, mademoiselle, as I lay ill
with this troublesome arm; ever since
all the time. My heart has been full
of a gratification to you which cannot
be told. I shall remember all my life;
I shall be honored as no king could
honor me, by those words. And because you have so touched me, and
have so laid that little hand on the

CHAPTER
Is a prisoner of the Austrl&ns for five years, in
the caatle owned by Pietro in Italy. He
discovers in his guard one of Pletro's old
family servants and through him sends
"word to his friends of his plight.
XIV-Fvan- cois

CHAPTER XV The general. Allxe and
Pietro hear from Francois and plan his
rescue.
CHAPTER XVT Francois as a guest
of the Austrian governor of the castle

prison Inspects the Interior of the wine
cellar of the Zappis.
CHAPTER XVH Francois receives a
mote from Pietro explaining in detail how
to escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Italy
s secretary to Pietro. He has an interview with Alixe 'before leaving and "Sear-A- y
reveals his love for her.
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
4lBgulslng him and Marquis Zappi as her
.
lackeys.
CHAPTER
takes Marquis Zappl's place.- who is ill, in the
of
Hortense and Louis. Dressed
scape
as Louis' brother
Francois lures the
;Austrians from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.
,

XTII-Fran- cols

-

CHAPTER XVIIT Francois
escapes
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely

Tucy."

CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
the "lively Lucy,"
'HarrytoHampton, on
America to manage Pletro's esgoes
tate in Virginia,

Lucy smiled. "No," she said. And
then, "A fairy princes In Virginia?"
"Ah, yes, Mademoiselle Miss Lucy.
Of the true nobleBse, that one. A line,
big, handsome prince, the right sort"
"Who?" demanded Lucy, smiling
still.
"Of such a right sort Indeed that it
Is no matter ah, no, but perhaps just
the thing to make one love him more,
that he ie lame."
"Harry!" Lucy's smile faded.
"But yes, indeed, mon amie," and
Francois patted the little hand with
his big one. "Henry, indeed. Henry,
who is waiting to kill me for love of
you; Henry, the best truest fellow, the
manliest bravest fellow. Who rides
like Henry? Who has read all the
books in all the libraries like Henry?
Who is respected by the old men, the
great men, for his knowledge and his
thinking and his statecraft almost
like Henry? ' Who has such a great
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"I didn't know that you lived on thi
first floor. I understood your wife to
say that you lived on the second
floor."
"If you knew tny wife you would
know that she always stretches
a

story."
METHOD

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

.Bring" Your
rr.:.:.:

'

such

Victim What makes you keep on
asking me if the razor hurts? I've
said yes three times, and It hasn't
made any difference.
Barber No; I was merely trying
my razors out to see which of 'em
wants honing.

FALSE

fearless

,

What nonsense!" Lucy whispered to
one
herself. And the broken-heartewas smiling.
(To be Continued Tomorrow)

How's This?
We dffer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
J
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all

lilH

I

(iW

Mrs. B.

amused Mrs.
over her husband's

How mueh

business transactions and financially Jest seems to be
able to carry out any obligations
stupid jokes!
made by his firm.
Mrs. W. Yes. It's the only way
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O. she can get a new hat out of" the
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internal- brute.
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Tes
GREAT RELIEF
timonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
pation. Adv.
MONTANA MERCHANTS

MEET

Great Falls. Mont.. Jan. 19. Great
Falls is entertaining for three days
the annual convention of the Retail
Merchants' Association of Motana.
President S. F. Sanden of Helena
called the gathering to order today.
Many trade questions are on the pro
, gram for discussion.

Sift!

Ragged wounds are painful and
cause much annoyance, If not kept
clean they fester atwt become running
SNOW LINI
sores.
BALLARD'S
MENT is an antiseptic healing remedy
for such cases. Apply U at night before gointr to bed and cover with a
Squillbob How did you enjoy the
mountain-climbing- ?
cotton cloth bandage. It heals In
great. My wife
Squilligan-Sim- ply
few days.
Price 2".c, 50c and $1.(HJ
was so out of breath that she didn't
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co
say a word for tw miles!
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"You are' very loyal to your friends,"
Lucy said, half pleased, half stabbed
to the soul.
"Certainly. What for is gratification
worth, otherwise?" Francois threw at
her earnestly. There were a few English words too much for him still;
"gratitude" seemed to be one. He stood
up and his great eyes glowed down at
her. "Mademoiselle,"
he Baid, "two
women of earth, my mother and Alixe,
are for me the Madonnas, the crown of
women," and his glance lifted to the
ceiling as if to heaven, without pose,
unconscious a look no American
could ever have worn. "And, voila,
mademoiselle, my little scholar will alr" r
ways stand next to and close to them."
He bent over her hand and hie lips
touched it long and tenderly. "Is it
Miss Footlight I never was so
right between us, mon amie? Are we
He Bent Over Her Hand.
friends always? It is indeed so for angry In my life. I Just stood there
life with me."
and tore my hair out.
heart of me, I am going to tell you, my
Miss Limelight H'm! Didn't reAnd
a
little
felt
Lucy
peace
healing
dear comrade and scholar, what is
settling on her bruised feelings and quire much effort, did it?
most secret and most sacred to me."
words
In as few words as might be, he told heard herself saying generous as
she
her of the peasant child who had been of friendship which healed also
FULLY EXPLAINED
life spoka them.
lifted out of his poverty-bounfind
must
that savage boy
Then, "J
with such largo kindliness that no
bond which held him to that poor, yet Henry, and beseech him to spare my
dear life had been broken; who had life," spoke Francois at last. "My life
been left all the love of his first home is of more value today, that it posand yet been given a home and a train- sesses a sure friend in Mademoiselle
said and Bmiled radiantly.
ing and an education which set him Lucy," he
ready for any career; he told of the And was gone.
"He said that Harry loved me!
blunt, Napoleonic officer,
d

n

JUST LIKE HER

19..

19,

,

you."

heart and brain and
courage as Henry?"

CHAPTER XX Francois wins respeol
nd admiration of the aristocratic southerners. He becomes a favorite la th
home of the Hamptons.
CHAPTER XXI Lucy Hampton falls
,ln love with Francois and pleads with
him for the story of Napoleon.
CHAPTER XXII Lucy Hampton hear
the story of how Napoleon knighted the seigneur; of the gray,
Francois.
castle, with its four round towers; of
i
Louis
CHAPTER XXHI-Prihandsome silent Pietro, and of the
in America become? the guest ol
unfailing long kindness of them all.
the Hamptona
his voice lowered, holding the
meet Then,
CHAPTER
Francois at the Hamptons. Franuois as, girl's hand still, he told her of Alixe,
sures the Prince of his intense loyalty to of the fairy child who had met him on
him and his cause.
that day of his first visit and had
(Continued From Saturday)
brought him to her father, the seigneur. He described a little the playmate of his childhood, fearless, boyish
in her intrepid courage, yet always exCHAPTER XXVI.
i
quisitely a girl. He told of the long
summer vacations of the three as they
The Finest Things.
j
grew up, and the rides in the Jura valEndurance, Francois' own negro boy, ley, and of that last ride when he knew
brought a note to Roanoke house on a that he was to go to Italy next mornmorning" five days after. It read:
ing, and of how he had faced the seig"My Dear Miss Hampton:
neur and told him that he loved his
"The doctor has given me permis- daughter and had given her up then,
sion to ride tomorrow and I wish to instantly, for loyalty to him and to
ride to Hoanoke house before all oth Pietro. And then he told her of the
er places. Will mademoiselle see me? peasant boy in Riders' Hollow in the
Will mademoiselle permit me to see gray morning light after the night of
her for a short time alone? I await his escape and how, by hand on the
anxiously a word from you, and I am bridle and seat In the saddle, and at
your servant,
last by the long curl of the black lash"FRANCOIS BEAUPRE."
es he had known the peasant boy for
Mademoiselle sent a fair sheet of Alixe.
paper with a few unsteady scratches
Lucy Hampton, listening, was so
across it, and sat down to live over thrilled with this romance of a life
it was accomplished. The colonel had long love that she could silence her
ridden to Norfolk for the day had aching heart and her aching pride and
Francois known of that, one wonders? could be with a painful sick effort
Lucy, waiting In that small stately but yet could be, utterly generous.
study with the dim portraits and the There is no midway in a case between
across the fields of entire selfishness and entire selfless,. wide vague view
the James river, heard the gay hooi ness. The young southern girl, wound
beats of Aquarelle pound down the ed, shamed, cruelly hurt in vanity and
gravel under the window, heard Fran- in love, was able to choose the larger
cois' deep gentle voice as he gave' the way, and taking it, felt that sharp joy
horse to Sambo, and waited one min- of renunciation which is as keen and
ute more, the hardest minute of all. difficult to breathe and as sweet in the
Then the door had opened and ho stood breathing as the air of a mountain-top- .
there the miracle, as it seems at such
Trembling, she put her other litmoments to a woman, possibly to a tle hand on Francois' hands.
man of all the gifts and qualities
"I eee," she said, and her voice shook
and she smiled mistily, but very kind;worth loving.
He had made his precise bow, and ly. "You could not love anyone but
she had heard his voice saying gently: that beautiful Alixe. I I would not
i"Good morning mademoiselle," and have you'
nce

And Francois bent hastily, with
tears in his eyes, and kissed the warm
little hands. The uncertain sliding
voice went on :
M am not ashamed that I said
that to you. I would not have said
it not tor worlds. I thought you
were killed. I didn't know what 1
said. But I am not ashamed. I am
glad that I am enough of a person to
have known the finest things and"
her voice sank and she whispered
the next words over the dark head
bent on her hands "and to have loved
them. But don't bother. I shall get
over It."
The liquid tones choked a bit on
that and Francois lifted his head
quickly and his eyes flamed at her.
"Of course you will, my dear little
It is not
girl, my brave mademoiselle.
as you think; it Is not serious, mon
amie. It is only that your soul la full
of kindness and enthusiasm and eagerness to stand by the unlucky., I am
alone and expatriated; I have had a
little of misfortune and you are sorry
for me. It is that. Ah, I know. I am
very old and wise, me. t would never
do," ho went on. "The noblesse of
Virginia would rise in a revolution if
it should be that the princess of Roanoke houee gave her heart to a French
peasant. I am come to be a man of
knowledge " And he shook his head
with as worldly-wis- e
an expression as
if one of Guido Reni'B dark angels
should talk politics. He went on again,
smiling a little, an air of daring In his
manner.
Mademoiselle
"Moreover,
Miss Lucy, there Is a fairy prince who
awaits only the smallest sign from
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automobile lamps at

Almost 40O Boxes of the Sweetest, Juicest

"SUnilEST" iOranges

There will be a meeting of the city
council "Wednesday evening. All mem
bers are expected to be present.

i
I

Ripened

They have that delicious tang or smack that makes you want
more.
Their juice is richer than wine.
Their sweetness has the delicate, zestful flavor which only
comes to an orange that ripens slowly on its sunny bough, during warm golden days.
They are the llaest oranges grown in the world,

Buy Them by

ffae

Box

Because they are Healthful, Delicious and the price exceedingly
.
low.
Any Size, by the Box
to COo
Box
Hall
By (he Dozen
By the

25c

Ct.SO

The Friedship club will meet tomorrow afternoon at the home of Mrs.
O. L, Freeman, 716 Eighth street.
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
A marriage license was Issued this
morning at the court house to Marga
rita Gonzales, aged 19, and Florian

Villanueva, aged 22.
dents of La Cuesta.

1914.

Both are

resi

.

if

.A,
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BRIDGE STREET
"THE BEGGAR AND THE CLOWN"

Imp. Comedy.
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY.
"THE HO RSETH1EF" Keystone. Comedy.

IS.

1ARGARITQ
ROMERO DEAD

WIFE OF PROMINENT; LAS VEGAN
SUCCUMBS TO ATTACK OF
BLOOD POISONING

Two sections of the Santa Fe
After an illness of only a few days
No. 3, passed through Las Vegas
Mrs. Margarito Romero died at 6:30
was
due
this morning. The increase
train3 were o'clock this morning at her home pa

to heavy traffic. Both
late, arrriiving here about S:30 o'clock.

Count the cars in your town
and it's bright dollars to red

sheep andt expects to become one of
the largest dealers in sheep and wool
in this part Of the southwest We
will build a residence in Las Vegas
and expect to reside here permanently. I wish to say In this connection
that Mr. Hand and I both like Las
Vegas climate and Las Vegas people
better than the climate and people of
any other place where we have resid
ed or visited.
"We regret the recent destruction
by fire of our home at Los Alamos,
bue we expect to have a better one
when our new residence in Las Vegas
is completed."
Mrs. Hand said she was not ready
to announce the name of the person
to whom the Lob Alamos tract will
be sold, the number of acres or the
price.
"I am going to Chicago tonight on
train No. 2 to join Mr. Hand," she
said. "Upon our return we will be
able to give you complete information
regarding the sale."

the west extension of National ave
ntie, near the court house. Death was
caused
from blood poisoning, the re
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's MeMrs.
Romero having accident
of
sult
towill
meet
church
morial Episcopal
morrow afternoon at 2 : 30 at the home ally run a splinter in her finger last
r.:
of Mrs. B. B. Shaw, on the Plaza. All week. ,
Mrs. Romero was 'born in Placer,
members are requested to be present.
near Santa Fe, April 7, 1849. She was
the
daughter of Pablo Delgado, a well
number
a
club
Elks'
Tonight at the
of bowling games will be played be- known and highly respected merchant
tween those who have won first places of New Mexico, who was prominent
team and thost who in the political affairs of the earlier
on the
are anxious to defeat them. Much territorial days. She was christened
Irenea. On August 28, 1872 she was
II.
Interest is anticipated.
RESIGNS;
united In marripge In Santa Fe to
J'aH jjlks'wuo are willing to. take Margarito Romero, a prominent citi
o.
WILL
zen of Las Vegas., several children
part in or assist In the staging of the
were
bornnone
oi
to
the
couple,
Elks' minstrel show are urged to be
GENERAL
SUPERINTENDENT AT
at. the club rooms tomorrow night at S whom survive.
Mrs. Romero was a woman of a
LA JUNTA WILL QUIT SANTA
clock, to meet Mrs. Charl?3 Kahn,
FE, SAYS RUMOR
who will haze charge of the prodiiC' most kindly disposition. She and her
to manhood and womhusband
reared
tion,
anhood several children whom they
According to a rumor circulated in:
do
railroad
circles late this afternoon, J7
ofthough
adopted,
practically
they
I
now
am
Small ranch for sale.
M. Kurn, superintendent of the Santa
name.
not
bear
these
their
Among
as
70
acre
known
the
ranch,
fering
the Iteming ranch near the stock are Hipolito C. de Baca, who is a val- Fe's western grand division with
uable assistant to Mr. Romero in the headquarters at La Junta, has resigned
yards, at a very low figure and on
will accept a responsible position
easy terms. Would consider a. trade conduction of his business, the Romero and
the Baltimore & Ohio railway.
with
uu
Mercantile
Pacific
street,
company,
for live stock and part cash. A. II.
Mr. Kurn formerly was superintendand Miss Martina Sena.
5351.
Adv.
Phone
Harris,
Purple
Mr. and Mrs. Romero resided for ent of the New Mexico division, with
several
years at El Porvenir, their headquarters here. Upon the death of
Mora
of
Sanchez
Patricio
Sheriff
General Manager Hurley several
county, accompanied by Deputy Sher mountain home. Mrs. Romero, by her
years ago he was promoted to the
cheerful
and
dispohospitality
kindly
iff Felipe Sanchez, passed through Las
position he now holds. Mr. Kurn has
made
all
the
of
friends
sition,
guests
Frank
this
afternoon
with
Vegas
made good in every branch of the
at
is
one
of
which
the
the
pretplace,
Brookes and Henry Jacobson, who
railroad business. He has been especresorts
New
tiest
mountain'
in
Mexico.
were sentenced to serve seven months
In addition1 to her husband and the ially kind to Las Vegas and has hosts
in the penitentiary for a burglary in
children
she reared, Mrs. Romero is of friends here. Mr. Kurn's resigna-tioRoy some time ago:
would mean a big loss to the
survived by the folowing brothers and
Fe. The truth, of the rumor
Santa
VeMrs.
Las
Hilario
sisters:
Romero,
A report was spread about the city
could not be ascertained th:s after
Mrs.
Las
Juan
gas;
Delgado,
AnderVegas;
to
the)
this morning
effect that
noon.
son brothers, who have teen manag- Francisquita Sanchez, Santa Fe; Ciri-liPedro
MerGurule,
Delgado,
as
Hilario;
the
ing the restaurant known
chants Cafe, took French leave Satur- Los Angeles, Calif.
MAY COME HERE
The funeral will occur tomorrow CLARK
day night The cafe is closed, and it
is said that a number of bills have morning at 9 o'clock from the Church
ON LYCEUMS COURSE
All friends
of Our Lady of Sorrows.
been, left unpaid by the lamented
of the family are invited.

Stearns. .Store,

jT

MUTUAL MOVIES

5:41

o'clock this evening.
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cents you'll find the Ford in
the lead. It's the one car you
can rely on at all times and
under all conditions. It's the
car your neighbors buy.
Six hundred and fifteen dollars is the new price
of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas complete with
equipment. Get catalog and particulars from

LAS VEGAS FOHO SALES CO.

,

E. D. Raynolds, Vice

I Jefferson
President

Hallet Raynolds. Cashier.

"

Raynolds, President, ;f
;S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. ErlelHoke, Assistant Cashier.

all-st-

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Latr- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll

KiN

J.

00

prices.

-

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

ACT OS FOR HIRE

service with reasonable, prices.

H. B. HUBBARD

:

Friday afternoon at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman In San
ta Fe a brilliant social event took
place when Mrs. Bowman entertained
at an at home in honor of her mother,
of this city. A large attendance and
pretty decorations with other features
made the affair one of the most enter
taining ever given In the Capitol
City, according to the Santa Fe New

Agent Overland Automobiles

Phone Main 397

-

417

Railroad Ave

Hands Are
Eager
AH

Mexican.

Las Vegas can boats of something
which cannot be, found in any other
fclty in the state or in the southwest,
according to the discovery made a few
days ago when Dr. Frank' II. H. Rob
erts, president of the New Mexico
Normal University, found two residences in the city with blooming flowers

for another sack of Our
Pride flour once they have
tried it If there ,were only-on- e
sack left to be had there
would be a mighty struggle
to obtain it. V But there are
plenty, so order one y
for yourself just to leara
what a perfect flour is.

about their premises. The flowers are
a summer variety and bloom profusely
in Las Vegas even during the winter.

to-da-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS

PHONE
131

TP
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riiiliSli EVAPORATED'"' FRUITS"
Apricots
Peaches
Pears
Prunes
Loganberries
Currants
Eaisins
Majestic Brand Apples
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

0. STORE

Two insane people from Santa Fe
county have been admitted to the
State Hospital for the Insane here.
They are Mrs. Manuel Roybal y Lopez
and Frank Allen, Mrs. Lopez became
insane on account of persecutions of
which her husband is said to have
been a victim. Allen is a convict anil
went insane txperimenting with ra
dium. He is a clever writer and has
wrtten many articles on convict life
in the road camps. Allen was sen'
fenced to the penitentiary for burning
,
a saloon in Derning.

They are telling a good . story on
Andy Wiest and Dr. Davis of Ocate.
Saturday these gentlemen left in an
automobile for Ocate, after a short
visit in Las Vegas. A short distance
from Wagon Mound they had trouble
with their machine, and it was de
termlned necessary to summon aid
The men built a camp fire in the road
beside the machine and started to
aeross-countiwalk,
to
Waffon
Mound. After two hours of walkina
they saw a light ahead, and imagined
they must be nerrins? their destina

REDPATH

SUIT

CASE

CONTAIN

FOLD

TO

OLD JUNK

BY
ATTACHED
MISS
KELLY IS OF LITTLE VALUE,
SAYS JUDGE

BAGGAGE

When Judge D. R. Murray this
morning opened a suit case which had
been attached by Miss Madeline Kelly
for an amount of money which Misses
Anna Chmeler and Grace Carroll are
said to have owed her, he found it
to contain nothing but rags and empty
bottles. This indicates that the women, who left the city, had been pre
pared for any such action as that fol
lowed by Miss Kelly, the judge be
lieves. Miss Chmeler and Miss Carroll were In the dressmaking business
here, and left Las Vegas some time
ago, ostensibly for Omaha, Neb.
It Is said that several local people
assisted the two dressmakers in leav
ing without paying Miss Kelly, "put
ting them wise" as to how to get their
valuable baggage out of town by al
lowing the "fake" suit case to be attached. These charges may be prob
ed In order to determine as to their
- '
truth.

BBS.' .'HAND CONHBDS

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on

A

SALE

SHE SAYS A PART OF THE LOS
ALAMOS TRACT IS TO BE
DISPOSED OF
Mrs. J. D. Hand, who returned last
night from a visit w San Diego and
other cities in California,
this morning the report, which was
In circulation Saturday, to the effect
'that Mr. Hand! is to sell a portion' of

his land at Los Alamos.
,
."Mr. Hand expects to otspose of a
tion. They
ere discomfited to find considerable
tract of our Los Alamos
they had returned to their starting land in the near future," said Mrs.
point, having walked about in a circle Hand. "He will invest heavily in

Time Deposits

GOAL A fJ
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

'WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

fot

PEOPLE

HOPE TO GET
FOR DATES
IN APRIL

THE SPEAKER

Word has been received at the Y.
M, C. A. that the Redpath Lyceum
bureau is still making strenuous efforts to get Champ Clark, to fill his
New Mexico dates. Instead of trying
to get a substitute at this time the
bureau Is going to wait until the last
of March or the first part of April,
and if congress adjourns at that time,
secure Mr. Clark. At, ny fate, satisfactory substitewilJilgiram ioi tie
event of Mr. Clark's
This will be good news to the
of the Lyceum season tickets in
Las Vegas, because many had banked
strongly on hearing Mr. Clark. While
the first two numbers of the course
have proven highly satisfactory and
the two numbers which are to come
in February and March are of the
highest class, It will be Mr. Clark who
will draw the largest audience, because of his great popularity in New
Mexico and his prominence in Washington.
Much interest has been manifested
in the coming of the Dixie Quintette
on February 9.. This aggregation is
conceded to be the best organisation
of negro entertainers ever gotten to
gether. Reports are coming in "from
Idaho, Montana and the northwest
states of overflow houses and great
enjoyment of the performances of the
Dixie3.

RU1I0RS OF

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

o

can now furnish tvutomobiles for
hire at any time needed. 'The best of
I

'

m

TRAIN

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28
WOODS PRESENTS A DRAMATIZATION
OF ROBERT W. CHAMBER'S SENSATIONAL
NOVEL
A H.

,

FT

T-1-

1

A PLAY EVERY WOMAN
SHOULD SEE

6011.0N
LAW

THE GREATEST STORY OF
NEW YORK STUDIO LIFE
EVER WRITTEN

THE BOOC DELIGHTED ALL AMERICA
- THE PL AY'5 BETTER YET
-- v

"

Stage Arrangements After Drawings by
-- r
CHARLES DANA QIBSON
-

''Anfnieresno'jProW.'nidled
PRICES

WiiL'

Great Delicacy

Seats at Murphey's Sunday

$1.50, $1.00 75c

HITS MOTOR

Saturday afternoon, about 63 miles
west of Albuquerque, S. .1. Calvert,
bridge foreman for the Santa Fe
Railway company coast lines, was
seriously Injured when the gasoline
motor car which he was riding was
hit by train No. 2, tearing the little
machine to pieces and throwing 'Mr.
Calvert far to the side of the track.
Investigation, showed Mr, Calvert's
injuries a ' broken leg and numerous
scratches on his head and body. He
was ' brought; to Albuquerque and
placed in the Santa Fe hospital, where
he Is recovering.
Mr. Calvert was riding east on his

motor car; returning from an inspection trip. Train Nov 2?vaa rounding
a curve when the engineer saw the
little car speeding ahead" of the fast
passenger. He endeavored to stP
the train, but was unable to do so
before the engine crashed into the
car, throwing Mr. Calvert to one side
of the trade
!

pleasing events of the week. The
best of music will be furnished, and
the floor will be in excellent shape.
A large attendance is expected.

"THE KID" DIES GAME.
Ossining, N. Y., Jan. 19. Frank
Muehlfield. alias 'The Kid,"
went
smilingly o his death in the electrio
chair at Sing Sing prison today, the
second man to die in the chair for
Arrangements for t. Km'oMs
at the the murder of Patrick Burns in New
Columbus dance, to bo
York City two years ago. "Big Bill,"
O. R. C. hail Thursday night, are
nicely and the dance un- Muehlfield's accomplice, was executed
doubtedly will be one of the most on May 5.

In

'

